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Abstract 
 
Strain energy-based constitutive laws with damage effect were proposed by using existing both 
uniaxial tensile test and tubular biaxial inflation test data on the human great saphenous vein (GSV) 
segments. These laws were applied into GSV coronary artery bypass grafts (CABG) by employing a 
thin-walled vessel model to evaluate their passive biomechanical performance under coronary artery 
physiological conditions at a fixed axial pre-stretch. At a peak systolic pressure in 100-150mmHg, a 
20-33% GSV diameter dilation was predicted with the law based on tubular biaxial inflation test data 
and agreed well with 25% dilation in clinical observation in comparison with as small as 2-4% 
dilation estimated with the law based on uniaxial tensile test data. The constitutive law generated by 
tubular biaxial inflation test data was mostly suitable for GSV CABG under coronary artery 
physiological conditions than that based on uniaxial tensile test results. With these laws, the fibre 
ultimate stretch was extracted from uniaxial tensile test data and the structural sub-failure/damage 
threshold of 1.0731 was decided for the human GSV. GSV fibres could exhibit damage effect but 
unlikely undergo a structure failure/break, suggesting a damage factor might exist during CABG 
arterialization. The damage in GSV tissue might initiate or contribute to early remodelling of CABG 
after implantation.  
 
Keywords: Great saphenous vein, Constitutive law, Damage model, Coronary artery bypass graft, 
Strain energy function, Collagen fibre orientation 
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1 Introduction 
The great saphenous vein (GSV) is a large, subcutaneous, superficial vein of the human leg. 
The vein runs along the length of the lower limb, see Fig. 1(a). A healthy human GSV wall consists of 
three layers, namely intima, media and adventitia from inner to outer surface of the wall [3-6]. 
Generally, the intima is thin as 60.07μm±1.12, composed of endothelium and an internal elastic 
lamina next to the media. The media mean thickness is 360.54μm±4.56, in which there are 
longitudinally orientated smooth muscle cells next to the intima and circular smooth muscle cells next 
to the adventitia. The two smooth muscle layers are separated by collagen fibres. The adventitia is full 
of collagen fibres with some fibroblasts and capillaries as well as longitudinally orientated smooth 
muscle cells [6]. Presently, there is little information about collagen fibre orientation and dispersion in 
the human GSVs. A mean fibre orientation of 37±6o against the circumferential direction in the media 
[7] was observed in comparison with 40o in the media of porcine vascular tissues (including vena cava, 
abdominal aorta and iliac artery) [8]. In the adventitia of the porcine vascular tissues, the fibre mean 
orientation was 60o from the circumferential direction [8]. 
A segment of GSV can be harvested and utilized to connect the blocked coronary artery and 
the aorta to build a bypass duct, see Fig.1(b), consequently the blood can stream into the coronary 
artery again to make the arrested heart recovery. The idea that the human GSV is used clinically as a 
coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) can be traced back to 1930’s [9]. However, the direct coronary 
artery surgery by using CABG technique began in 1968 in the USA actually [10]. Presently, coronary 
artery disease (CAD) is a main cause of mortality worldwide. In England, for example, NHS carries 
out nearly 20,000 CABGs every year [11].  
After CABG surgery, GSV CABG has to undergo an arterialization process. In the process, 
unfortunately, GSV CABGs remodel and develop various diseases, such as aneurysms, thrombosis, 
atherosclerosis and fibro-intimal hyperplasia, which are associated with smooth muscle cells and 
extracellular matrix [12-15]. In the first post-surgery month, 13-14% of CABGs occlude because of 
thrombosis. By the end of the first year of the surgery, intimal hyperplasia develops to reduce graft 
diameter by 25-30%. In the following years, grafts occlude at a rate of 2% per year as intimal 
hyperplasia develops. Beyond 5 years, vein grafts are in atherosclerosis due to necrosis, haemorrhage, 
calcification, and thrombosis [16]. The remodelling, disease and failure are related closely to 
physiological haemodynamic conditions in the contrary artery [16] and passive biomechanical 
properties of GSV such as compliance [17].  
Some attention has been paid to passive biomechanical properties of GSV by using 
experiment in vitro since 1960’s. These experimental contributions can be divided into four categories: 
(1) global property constant measurements, such as compliance [18-20], pressure-diameter 
relationships [21-23] and circumferential and longitudinal incremental Young’s moduli [24] by 
making use of vessel segment inflation method and an incremental Young’s modulus by bugle 
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method [25]; (2) ultimate stress and strain as well as stiffness etc. by using uniaxial tensile test on 
circumferential and longitudinal specimens [26, 27]; (3) stress-strain curves with uniaxial tensile test 
on circumferential and longitudinal specimens [28, 29]; (4) biaxial stress-strain curves measured by 
using vessel segment inflation approach [30-32]. These experimental results have provided a valuable 
basis for further investigations. Importantly, a micro-fibrillary damage could be observed in GSV 
tissue under a low intraluminal pressure, namely in a range of 50-60mmHg [28].  
Compliance mismatch between a GSV CABG and the coronary artery can degrade the graft 
performance and result in a loss of patency, which is the degree of openness of a vessel, in term of 
time after surgery [33]. Compliance of GSV can be correlated to CABG patency [34]. Incremental 
Young’s modulus, ultimate stress and strain, stiffness, and stress-strain curves, however, haven’t 
found any clinical applications in CABGs presently.  
Under coronary artery haemodynamic conditions, GSV CABG will be subject to an 
intraluminal pressure as high as 100-150mmHg [35], how the deformation of GSV CABG to develop 
in this condition and the corresponding levels of stress and strain/stretch are of vital important to 
understanding of its actual working situation and mechanisms for its remodelling and disease 
occurrence from a biomechanics point of view. Unfortunately, this issue has not been addressed; 
further, the micro-fibrillary damage observed in GSV tissue under an intraluminal pressure as low as 
50-60mmHg [28] has not been included in constitutive laws of GSV in literature so far. 
In the paper, it is attempted to develop constitutive laws of GSV by involving with collagen 
fibre orientation dispersion and micro-fibrillary damage effect based on stress-strain/stretch data 
obtained by uniaxial tensile test and vessel segment inflation test, i.e. tubular biaxial inflation test 
found in literature. Then these constitutive laws are applied into coronary artery haemodynamic 
conditions to predict the stress and stretch levels of CABG by employing a thin-walled vessel model. 
Thirdly, the suitability of these constitutive laws for coronary artery physiological environment is 
evaluated against clinical observations on post-surgery CABG diameter. Finally, micro-fibrillary 
damage threshold and hypothesis on the reason why GSV remodels are proposed and discussed. 
These constitutive models and the established method for determining model constants could be 
meaningful in biomedical engineering and clinical application. 
2 Constitutive Laws for GSVs  
2.1 Experiment data adopted 
The specimens harvested from human GSV segments in the longitudinal/axial direction and 
the cut ring from the segments along the circumferential/transverse direction were stretched by using 
uniaxial tensile test method on an ordinary material testing machine in [29]. The specimens and 
patients information are tabulated in Table 1. Even though the experiment was made on five pairs of 
specimens (circumferential and longitudinal), just four specimen pairs were tested successfully, thus 
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the information of these four pairs is listed and the pair name are kept the same as in [29] in the table. 
The experimental details are referred to [29]. The experimental circumferential and longitudinal 
Cauchy stress-stretch curves, such as 
exp
c -
exp
c  and 
exp
l -
exp
l , are plotted in Fig. 2(a) for the 
specimens in Table 1. 
Usually, the harvested GSV segment is distended manually with a pressure before CABG 
surgery to improve its patency. Two tubular biaxial inflation tests, one is for a normal GSV vessel 
segment, and one for a GSV segment with manual pressure distension in a range of 250-300mmHg, 
were carried out in [30] to clarify the effects of manual distension with a maximum internal pressure 
140cmH2O (103mmHg or 13.7kPa). The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress-Green strain curves in [30] 
were converted into the Cauchy stress-stretch curves.  
Three vessel segment inflation tests were conducted on the human GSV segments [31] with 
4kPa (30mmHg) pressure increment in four time-steps to achieve 16kPa (120mmHg) systolic pressure. 
The Cauchy stress-stretch curves have been provided in [31]. The data in Case A where the segment 
was loaded with a quasi-static slow loading rate (0.04Hz) [31] are employed to generate the 
constitutive law for GSVs. The Cauchy stress-stretch curves of three samples from [30, 31] are 
presented in Fig. 2(b). SV6 is from [31], while SV7 and SV8 are from [30], their patient information 
is included in Table 1. The Cauchy stress-stretch curves of SV7 and SV8 are the mean values of the 
measurements on 12 patients. 
The experimental data shown in Fig. 2 will be utilised to establish constitutive laws with 
damage effect for GSVs in next sections.  
2.2 The constitutive law with damage effect 
Based on the histological evidence in the introduction, GSV walls are composed of three 
material layers. To simplify the constitutive law, however, the GSV wall is considered as a nonlinear 
composite material with homogenous matrix and two families of collagen fibre. Both families of fibre 
are with identical biomechanical property constants, and the same mean fibre orientation angle with 
respect to the circumferential direction and dispersion parameter, but with opposite spiral developing 
path on the SGV cylindrical surface. In this case, when there is no any damage during GSV 
deformation process, the constitutive law can be described by a strain energy function called GOH 
model proposed in [36] 
    211 2 1 4
2
3 exp( 1 3 1 ) 1virgin
k
W I k I I
k
                                        (1) 
where  , 1k  and 2k  are the material constants,   is the fibre orientation dispersion parameter,  
I
1
 is 
the invariant representing the squared stretch of the tissue, 2 2 21 c l hI      , c  is the circumferential 
stretch, l  is the longitudinal stretch, and h  is the thickness/radial stretch, they yield the 
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incompressible condition: 1c l h    , and  
I
4
 is the squared stretch along the fibre direction, 
2 2 2 2
4 cos sinc lI      ,   is the mean fibre angle. 
In [37], the model presented by Eq. (1) was extended into the case where a tissue is subject to 
damage effect in its deformation process, and applied into the biomechanical property constant 
identification for animal and human skins. In that case, the strain energy function is written as 
 
 
  
 
  
2
exp
2
m+1 n+
1 21 2
damage 1 2m n
2
2
I - 3 k 2k A
W = I - 3 - + k A -1-
km+1 - 3 n+ -1

 
    
   
      
              (2) 
where
2 1
f
A   , with  1 41 3f I I     is the fibre stretch, and m , n ,   and   are the 
phenomenological parameters to describe the damage induced material softening. In particular, m  and 
  are associated with the matrix damage;  m  specifies the sharpness of the stress-stretch curve when 
damage occurs, and   indicates the value of 1I  when the matrix damage occurs, n  and   are the 
corresponding parameters for the fibre damage; n  is the counterpart of m , and   demonstrates when 
the fibres damage occurs in terms of f . Powers m , n  are related with the damage dispersion and 
uniformity of bonds in the tissue. If these parameters are chosen to be  = =  and m = n =1, then 
the GOH model is recovered.  
In the paper, the constitutive law, Eq. (2), is adopted to describe the biomechanical properties 
of GSV wall tissue with damage. The nine model constants, such as  , 1k , 2k ,  ,  ,  , m ,   and 
n , will be decided based on the uniaxial tensile test data for the specimens harvested along the 
circumferential and longitudinal directions as shown in Fig. 2(a), and simultaneously those in Fig. 2(b) 
obtained by tubular biaxial inflation test.  
In the uniaxial tensile test of a specimen harvested in the circumferential direction, at an 
experimental circumferential stretch, 
exp
c , there is only one stress component measured, 
exp
c . On 
the other hand, this component can also be computed by using Eq. (2) with a set of temporary nine 
model constants at 
exp
c  in the following manner 
1 4
1 4
damage damage
c c c
c c
W WI I
I I
  
 
  
 
   
                                              (3) 
where 
exp1t h c    ,
exp2 2 2
1 c t hI      ,
exp2 2 2 2
4 cos sinc lI      , t  and h represent the 
transverse and thickness stretches of the specimen, respectively. Similarly, the stress component of a 
specimen harvested along the longitudinal direction in the uniaxial tensile test can be computed with 
the set of temporary nine model constants at 
exp
l .  
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In the tubular biaxial inflation test, the thickness stretch and two invariants should be 
calculated with the following relationships 
 exp exp1h c l   , exp2 exp2 21 c l hI      , exp2 2 exp2 24 cos sinc lI                        (4) 
Eventually, the nine model constants are then estimated by minimising the objective function 
with an optimization algorithm at each experimental stretch, 
exp
c  and 
exp
l  simultaneously: 
   
2 2
exp ex
1
1
2
p
1
, , , , , ,( ,, )
c lN N
ci ci li li
i i
k kF m n     
 
                           (5) 
where cN  and lN  are the numbers of experimental data for two specimens, respectively, for uniaxial 
tensile tests, but cN = lN  for tubular biaxial inflation tests. The optimization process was carried out 
using lsqnonlin function in MATLAB. The approximation between the measurement and the 
prediction is measured by the standard deviation error at each experimental stretch, 
exp
c  and 
exp
l : 
   
1
c lN N2 2
exp exp
ci ci li li
i=1 i=1
mean
c l
- + -
=
N + N
   


 
                                                  (6) 
which is normalised by the arithmetic mean of all experimental stress mean [37]. 
After the nine parameters were extracted, the stress–stretch curves of the circumferential and 
longitudinal specimens in the experimental stretch ranges were predicted, then invariant 
1
I  and fibre 
stretch 
f
 values at the ultimate stress in two curves were determined. Finally, the matrix failure 
invariant 
1b
I  is the small one of two 
1
I values at two ultimate stresses; similarly, the fibre failure 
stretch 
fb
 is the small one of two 
f
  values at two ultimate stresses.  
2.3 Thin-walled vessel model under coronary artery physiological condition 
A GSV segment is considered as a thin-walled cylindrical vessel when it is positioned 
between the aorta and the blocked coronary artery with a constant longitudinal pre-stretch under an 
internal systolic blood pressure, see Fig. 3. In the circumferential direction, the Cauchy stress caused 
from the internal pressure is balanced by the circumferential Cauchy stress generated by the GSV wall 
deformed under this pressure in the plane-strain state, i.e.  
1 4
1 4
damage damage
c c
c c
W WI Irp
h I I
 
 
  
 
   
                                                    (7) 
where the instant tube radius is 0cr r , the instant wall thickness is 0hh h , the wall thickness 
stretch h  is determined by the material incompressible condition 1
pre
c l h     with a known pre-
stretch,  1 preh c l   , 0r  is the initial radius of the vessel, can be calculated by using the perimeter 
L  and the initial wall thickness 0h  shown in Table 1. Then r h  in the left hand side of Eq. (7) can be 
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expressed with 
c , 0r , 0h  and 
pre
l , such as 
2
0 0
pre
l cr h r h  , and eventually, Eq. (7) can be written 
as 
2
0 1 4
0 1 4
pre
damage damagel c
c c
c c
W Wpr I I
h I I
 
 
 
  
 
   
                                        (8) 
where the internal systolic blood pressure p  increases linearly from zero to a maximum pressure 
maxp , here maxp =250mmHg. At each pressure, the corresponding circumferential stretch c  can be 
solved from Eq. (8) based on the known constitutive law by minimizing the difference between the 
terms in both the sides of Eq. (8) in the MATLAB (lsqnonlin function). After the circumferential 
stretch c  is determined, the longitudinal stress is calculated with the following equation 
1 4
1 4pre pre
l ll l
damage damagepre pre
l l l
l l
W WI I
I I
   
  
 
 
  
 
   
                                     (9) 
Finally, the fibre and matrix stretches and stresses at each p  are obtained, and in turn, the 
biomechanical performance of a GSV CABG under coronal artery physiological conditions can be 
assessed. 
3 Results 
3.1 Constitutive laws from uniaxial tensile tests 
The model constants of constitutive law for four GSV samples such as SV2-5 are illustrated 
in Table 2 and a comparison of the Cauchy stress-stretch curves predicted with these constants is 
made in Fig. 4 against the experimental data of SV2-5. Generally, the stress-stretch curves predicted 
with the constitutive law with damage effect and extracted model constants are good agreement with 
the experimental measurements in the maximum error of 6.04% and the minimum error of 1.31%.  
Since the longitudinal stress-stretch curve is stiffer than the circumferential stress-stretch 
curve, the mean fibre angle   is bigger than 50
o for all the samples, resulting in a mean fibre angle of 
57.2o.  
The matrix material stiffness   shows a less variation in GSV groups with a mean of 
0.22MPa. The initial fibre stiffness 1k  demonstrates a little variation across the samples with 5.86MPa 
mean value. The fibre stiffness incremental rate 2k , and damage related parameter m  show a 
significant change across the samples, but the rest parameters remain less varied from one sample to 
another.  
The ultimate matrix invariant 1bI  and fibre stretch fb , which are defined as the matrix 
invariant and fibre stretch values at which the sample/specimen structure fails in a uniaxial tensile test, 
remain nearly unchanged across specimens. Their mean values are 4.0451 and 1.1442, respectively.  
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The ultimate Cauchy stresses 
lb
  and cb  are the largest level of the stresses in GSV samples 
in the circumferential and longitudinal directions, respectively. Their mean values are 5.32MPa in the 
longitudinal direction and 2.5142MPa in the circumferential direction, respectively.  
3.2 Constitutive laws from tubular biaxial inflation tests 
The determined model constants of constitutive law based on tubular biaxial inflation tests are 
listed in Table 3 for the human GSV segments SV6-8, and their stress-stretch curves predicted with 
those constants are demonstrated in Fig. 5 against the experimental data of SV6 to 8. Because a 
tubular biaxial inflation test can maintain before the segment structure failure occurs only, no ultimate 
stress and stretch can be extracted from its experimental data.  
The 42.46o mean fibre angle optimized is in very good agreement with the 43o prediction in 
[31] and 37±6o measurement in [7]. In comparison with   and 1k  in Table 2, the two constants for the 
SV6-8 segments are far too small, suggesting SV6-8 samples are much more compliant than those in 
Table 2. The rest constants seem comparable with those in Table 2.  
3.3 Biomechanical performance under coronary artery physiological conditions 
SV2, SV3 and SV4 were chosen to clarify its biomechanical response to coronary artery 
physiological conditions, i.e. intraluminal blood pressures, based on the thin-walled cylindrical vessel 
model in Section 2.3 because they can cover the whole variation range of experimental stress-stretch 
curve as shown in Fig.2 (a).  
When a GSV segment connects the aorta and the blocked coronary artery as a CABG, the 
GSV is not in line with the coronary artery, therefore there is no any pre-stretch likely applied on the 
segment, thus 
pre
l =1 condition has to be held in the thin-walled vessel model. Note that even though 
the maximum pressure is given to be 250mmHg, the results within 100-150mmHg systolic peak 
pressure [35] are interested and discussed here.  
The predicted vessel wall stretch, stress and fibre stretch curves are illustrated in Fig. 6 in 
terms of internal blood pressure for GSV SV2, SV3 and SV4 under coronary artery physiological 
conditions. The constants presented in Table 2 for SV2 were used in the prediction. Since the 
longitudinal stretch l  is kept to be constant, the thickness stretch h  reduces and the circumferential 
stretch c  becomes large with increasing pressure. In the physiological systolic peak pressure range, 
the CABG shows a little dilation effect ( c =1.022, i.e. 2.2% diameter dilation for SV2 and c =1.0345, 
i.e. 3.5% diameter dilation for SV3 and c =1.0190, i.e. 1.9% diameter dilation for SV4), which is 
much smaller than a 25% diameter dilation observed after a week of CABG surgery completed [39]. 
This suggests that the stress-stretch curve predicted by using the constitutive law based on uniaxial 
tensile test data is too stiff in the physiological systolic peak pressure condition, and the law is 
unsuitable for this condition. 
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The level of longitudinal Cauchy stress is higher than the circumferential stress in the 
physiological systolic peak pressure range, but these levels are far below the ultimate stresses 
measured on the human GSVs [26, 27] and those shown in Fig. 2(a). This effect suggests that there is 
a little risk of tissue structural failure from a stress point of view based on the constitutive law 
determined with uniaxial tensile test data. 
The fibre stretch f  rises with increasing internal pressure in Fig. 6(c), and whatever the 
level of fibre stretch is, f  is always far below the fibre ultimate/break stretch fb . In the figure, a 
fibre stretch threshold for damage determined, which is based on the threshold of intraluminal 
pressure in the range 50-60mmHg for the human GSVs [28], i.e. fd =1.0731, is involved as well. 
Obviously, fibre damage/sub-failure doesn’t occur. The same situation is held for the matrix failure 
invariant 1bI  as shown in Fig. 6(d). These two facts indicate that there are no substructure damage and 
failure in the tissue from a stretch/strain point of view. 
Next, SV6 was chosen to be a CABG and its constitutive law determined with tubular biaxial 
inflation test data shown in Table 3 was applied into the coronary artery physiological condition with 
the same pressure range and initial vessel geometry as SV2. The corresponding stretch-, stress-, fibre 
stretch- and invariant 1I -pressure curves are illustrated in Fig. 7. It is seen that c  has reached 1.2 as 
soon as the internal pressure increases to 8.5mmHg, and then keeps slowly rising to 1.335 until 
150mmHg, showing a 20-33% remarked dilation in vessel diameter. This dilation value agrees well 
the observation of 25% [39]. This implies that the stress-stretch curve predicted by using the 
constitutive law based on tubular biaxial inflation test data is suitable for the physiological systolic 
peak pressure condition. 
For the circumferential and longitudinal stresses, since the mean fibre angle is less than 45o, 
the circumferential stress is higher than the longitudinal one in magnitude. Furthermore, the level of 
two stresses is much lower than the ultimate stress shown in Table 2 and Fig. 2(a).  
The fibre stretch f  is plotted in Fig. 7(c), and the mean fibre ultimate stretch fb =1.1442 
based on the data in Table 2 is provided. Additionally, the fibre damage stretch fd =1.0731 for the 
human GSV [28] is involved. Clearly, the fibre stretch has been beyond the damage threshold as p 
8mmHg, but always below the ultimate stretch. This fact suggests that the GSV can be damaged but 
its structure is not broken under coronary artery physiological conditions, and the tissue will be 
subject to remodelling along with wall thickening effect.  
The invariant 1I  is still lower than the failure invariant 1bI , see Fig. 7(d), confirming there is 
no structure failure under coronary artery physiological conditions. Unfortunately, there is no matrix 
material threshold for damage; we are unable to predict whether there is a damage effect in the matrix.  
3.4 Effect of manual pressure distension 
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The established two constitutive laws based on two tubular biaxial inflation tests for the 
normal GSV segment and the GSV segment with manual pressure distension in 140cm H2O [30] in 
Table 3 are applied to the GSV CABG thin-walled vessel model respectively as done in Section 3.3 to 
identify CABG responses to coronary artery physiological pressures. The results for SV7 and 8 as 
indicated by ‘normal, and ‘distended’ are illustrated in Fig. 8 in terms of internal pressure. It is shown 
that the GSV segment with manual pressure distension is less expanded ( c =1.1605 at 150mmHg), 
lower stress level and shorter fibre stretch.  
This suggests that manual pressure distension can be favourable to suppress GSV segment 
dilation. However, such distension can induce structural and functional damage to the endothelium of 
GSV segment; hence, this technique should be applied with caution.  
4 Discussions 
In the paper, an analytical approach is proposed to handle experimental data in uniaxial 
tensile test or tubular biaxial inflation test on GSV segments and then the corresponding constitutive 
laws with sub-failure/damage effect are established, eventually they are applied into the physiological 
environment of coronary artery. In consequence, the biomechanical performance of a GSV CABG is 
evaluated under coronary artery physiological condition before the surgery. This method is significant 
in biomedical engineering and clinical practice and has not been reported in literature so far. 
The mean fibre angle decided by the single layer model above represents an averaged angle of 
the collagen fibres in the media and adventitia actually. As shown in Table 2 and 3, the mean collagen 
fibre angle based on uniaxial tensile test results in Section 3.1 is bigger than that based on tubular 
biaxial inflation test data in Section 3.2 by 20o in average. It was observed that the mean fibre angle in 
the adventitia is 60o [7] but the angle in the media is 40o [7, 8] resulting in a 20o degree in mean fibre 
angle between the adventitia and the media. The predicated mean fibre angles agree quite well with 
these observations.  
A uniaxial tensile test shares considerably different stress-stretch regions and curve shapes 
with a tubular biaxial inflation test for the human GSV segments, as demonstrated in Fig. 9. In 
uniaxial tensile tests, the specimens are stretched until their complete failure in structure, thus the 
collagen fibres in the adventitia make a full contribution to the stress-stretch curve. In tubular biaxial 
inflation tests, however, there is no structure failure at all; consequently the collagen fibres just in the 
media have a full contribution to the stress-stretch curve, whilst those in the adventitia will take little 
effect on the curve. Therefore, it is not surprised that the mean fibre angle based on uniaxial tensile 
test data is bigger than that based on tubular biaxial inflation test results. 
In uniaxial tensile tests, the stress-stretch curve measured at low stretch is not as accurate as 
that at high stretch; as a result, the property constants inversely determined mostly reflect the stiffer 
biomechanical behaviour of GSV wall at the high stretch. Nevertheless, the constitutive law based on 
uniaxial tensile test data should result in a less dilatation in GSV diameter under coronary arterial 
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physiological condition. Thus, such a constitutive law is unsuitable for a GSV CABG working in the 
coronary artery physiological condition. The most advantage of uniaxial tensile test is nothing more 
than to provide ultimate stress and stretch of specimens.  
In tubular biaxial inflation tests, however, the inflating pressure is in the range of coronary 
artery physiological pressure; hence, the stress-stretch curve at low stretch is fully exhibited and 
captured. Consequently, the constitutive law resulted can represent the biomechanical property in the 
coronary artery physiological condition.  
It was observed that a vein graft can experience a >25% increase in lumen in one month due 
to remodelling after graft surgery [39, 40]. The increase in diameter of GSV segment predicted in the 
paper as shown in Fig. 7 is in good agreement with this observation. Therefore, the constitutive law 
with damage effect based on tubular biaxial inflation test data is much more suitable for GSV CABG 
in comparison with that based on uniaxial tensile test stress-stretch curves.  
Remodelling is relevant to blood shear stress independently [41], but only ~10% of luminal 
remodelling can be explained by shear stress [42]. Here it is supposed that the tissue damage in GSV 
segment may trigger or contribute significantly to this remodelling process. This hypothesis needs to 
be confirmed with direct microscopic observation in the future. 
When a GSV segment was distended with pressure in a range of 50-60mmHg, micro-
fibrillary damage could be observed in [31]. The fibre stretches of SV6 and SV7 at these two 
pressures have been extracted, and their values are 1.0715 at 50mmHg and 1.0747 at 60mmHg with a 
mean of 1.0732, which are slightly higher than the sub-failure/damage threshold of rat ligament tissue, 
fd =1.0514 observed [43]. An exact sub-failure/damage threshold for the human collagen fibre in 
GSVs is subject to be updated in the future. 
Honestly, the method is subject to a few limitations. Firstly, since GSV wall is thinner than 
arterial wall, residual strain/stress effect in it may be not significant, and the thin-walled vessel model 
is adopted. As a result, the residual strain/stress is not taken into account in the model. In the future, 
the thick-walled model needs to be examined. 
In the vessel model, a plane-strain constrain is held to make 3D biomechanics problem be a 
2D case for a GSV CABG. This geometrical constrain can result in an additional longitudinal 
force/stress. This limitation can be removed by solving an additional stress equilibrium equation in the 
longitudinal direction to obtain a variable longitudinal stretch under different pressures. In this case, 
the CABG can extend and shrink longitudinally, depending on the mean fibre angle. Whether such a 
deformation scenario is realistic needs to be confirmed clinically. 
As usual, the surrounding tissue effects are considered by a pre-stretch in the model in 
Section 2.3. The pre-stretch was assigned to be 1 based on Fig. 3 where a GSV seems to be stitched to 
the aorta and coronary artery simply. Additionally, the surrounding tissue effects can result in stress 
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concentration actually in the joint of a GSV CABG and the coronary artery induced by surgical suture 
line. This issue needs to be addressed in the future. 
In the paper, the constitutive law developed can describe the consequences of damage but not 
the damage mechanisms themselves. We only set out characterize what the damage process produces; 
not attempt to neither identify nor model the damage mechanisms underwent.  
It was shown that the damage and failure of soft bio-tissues were layer-specific [44]. GSV 
fibre failure would exhibit this property. However, because of a lack of microscopy observation on 
GSV layer failure process, the layer-specific feature in the failure of GSV was not illustrated in the 
paper. 
Failure in the matrix and fibres of a soft tissue can be analysed by using energy limiter 
method once the constitutive law of the tissue is available. This approach has been proposed and 
demonstrated extensively in [45-49] and reviewed throughout in [50]. In further articles, this method 
can be utilised hopefully to interpret the failure mechanism of GSV during uniaxial tensile tests. 
Lastly, GSV walls can exhibit viscoelastic effect [51] and the blood pressure in CABG is in 
pulsation under coronary artery physiological conditions. These two factors remain unconsidered in 
biomechanical model in Section 2.3. It is hopeful that they can be involved in the model in the future. 
Very recently, the biomechanical properties of bovine saphenous [52], jugular [53] venous 
valve leaflets were measured by using biaxial tensile test method. Further, the passive biomechanical 
behaviour of jugular venous valves and wall tissues were tested under different biaxial testing 
protocols, particularly a variable stretch tragedy was adopted in time domain [54]. Against the 
experimental data, a strain energy function with polynomial and exponential terms was proposed and 
fitted. These contributions can be significant to bioprosthetic designs and replacement surgeries as 
well as understanding of venous valvular disease, but also are helpful to CABG design and surgery. 
5 Conclusions 
In the paper, constitutive laws with damage effect based on a strain energy function were 
developed by using existing either uniaxial tensile test data on specimens harvested from the human 
GSV segments longitudinally and circumferentially or tubular biaxial inflation test results on GSV 
segments. The GSV segments were considered as a composite of homogenous matrix and anisotropic 
two families of collagen fibre; and the nine model constants in the laws are determined inversely with 
MATLAB codes. The matrix and fibre structural failure indices such as ultimate/break stress and 
stretch were also extracted from uniaxial tensile test data.  
The GSV segments with these constitutive laws were loaded with a series of pressures at a 
certain pre-stretch by employing a thin-walled vessel model to identify the GSV biomechanical 
performance in coronary artery physiological environment. It turned out that the dilation of GSV 
CABG diameter was just 2.2% based on the constitutive law decided with uniaxial tensile test data, 
which was far below clinical observation. However, the dilation predicted by the constitutive law 
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determined with tubular biaxial inflation test data could be as high as 33% under the coronary artery 
physiological condition, showing good agreement with the observation and suggesting this 
constitutive law is suitable for the human GSV wall.  
With this law and the human GSV structural sub-failure/damage thresholds were decided. A 
fibre stretch in 1.0715-1.0747 may be a good approximation to the sub-failure/damage threshold for 
human collagen fibre in GSVs. It was found that the fibre stretch had been over the threshold as soon 
as the pressure was larger than 8mmHg, and GSV fibres could be in damage state but unlikely 
experienced a complete structure failure/break in terms of ultimate stress and stretch. The matrix 
structure didn’t seem to break as well; however, whether it is in sub-failure/damage situation needs to 
be convinced with microscopic observations. Tissue damage in GSV wall may trigger or play an 
important role in remodelling process. 
Further work includes fibre and matrix material sub-failure/damage microscopic observation 
and threshold confirmation, thick-walled vessel model examination and residual strain effect 
consideration.  
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Table 1  Patient information and GSV specimen specifications 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2  Biomechanical property constants for GSV based on uniaxial tensile test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Contributor Specimen Gender Age 
Vessel 
perimeter L  
(mm) 
Wall thickness 
0h  
(mm) 
Hamedani, 
Navidbakhsh 
and Tafti 
(2012)[29] 
SV2 M 58 13.7 0.51 
SV3 M 68 12.0 0.56 
SV4 F 57 12.3 0.53 
SV5 F 59 11.0 0.49 
Vesely et al 
(2014)[31] 
SV6 F 42 17.40 0.80 
Zhao et al 
(2007)[30] 
SV7 
M(11), 
F(1) 
Mean 
67.5(50-81) 
8.64 0.85 
SV8 
M(11), 
F(1) 
Mean 
67.5(50-81) 
11.31 0.90 
 
Constants SV2 SV3 SV4 SV5 
 (MPa) 0.2024 0.1670 0.1803 0.3262 
 (o) 54.7244 58.5632 59.3453 56.1022 
 (-) 0.1612 0.1915 0.1051 0.1614 
1k (MPa) 6.7131 4.5020 5.8541 6.3675 
2k (-) 35.9777 16.7004 10.6104 0.0033 
 (-) 3.2554 3.4988 3.8087 3.3423 
m (-) 2.4106 4.3496 9.2480 0.9956 
 (-) 1.0759 1.1043 1.1198 1.1732 
n (-) 5.1858 5.1685 3.7541 5.1282 
1bI (-) 3.6645 3.5677 3.7913 3.8837 
fb (-) 1.0959 1.1206 1.1406 1.1363 
cb (MPa) 2.6250 1.6818 3.1515 2.5985 
lb (MPa) 5.4260 4.8690 6.1522 4.8458 
 (%) 3.6645 2.2567 5.3814 1.7932 
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Table 3  Extracted biomechanical property constants for GSVs based on vessel segment inflation test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1  Greater saphenous vein in human leg (a) and its bypass graft (b), the picture (a) was from [1], 
the picture (b) was after [2]. 
 
 
 
  
(a) 
(b) 
Constants SV6 SV7 SV8 Remark 
 (MPa) 0.0008 0.0002 0.0008 
SV6-Case A in [31] 
SV7-normal GSV segment 
without manual pressure 
distension in [30] 
SV8-GSV segment with 
manual pressure distension 
in [30] 
 (o) 42.4620 35.2191 36.7057 
 (-) 0.2354 0.2598 0.1719 
1k (MPa) 0.0095 0.0452 0.0114 
2k (-) 81.5018 128.8342 107.7382 
 (-) 3.4070 3.2165 3.2240 
m (-) 8.1224 2.5509 4.0943 
 (-) 1.0739 1.0466 1.0692 
n (-) 5.2274 7.0983 11.9622 
 (%) 4.0566 2.9004 2.7813 
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Fig. 2  Measured stress-stretch data of human GSV samples, such as  SV2-5 by uniaxial tensile test in 
[29], SV6 by tubular biaxial inflation test in [31] and SV7 and SV8 by tubular biaxial inflation in [30], 
SV7-normal condition, SV8-distended manually with a intraluminal pressure of 140cm H2O [30]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3  A thin-walled vessel model for GSV. The heart picture is from [38]. 
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Fig. 4  The stress-stretch curves predicted with extracted model constants against the experimental 
stress-stretch curves for four GSVs SV2-5 
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Fig. 5  The stress-stretch curves predicted with extracted model constants for GSV samples SV6, 7 
and 8 against their tested data, SV6 from [31], SV7 and 8 from [30]. 
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Fig. 6  The predicted vessel stretch (a), stress (b), fibre stretch (c) and invariant 1I  (d) curves in 
response to a variable internal blood pressure for SV2, 3 and 4 under coronary artery physiological 
condition. 
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Fig. 7  The predicted vessel stretch (a), stress (b), fibre stretch (c) and invariant 1I  9(d) curves 
in response to a variable internal blood pressure for SV6 under coronary artery physiological 
condition. 
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Fig. 8  The predicted vessel stretch (a), stress (b), fibre stretch (c) and invariant 1I  (d) curves in 
response to a variable internal blood pressure for SV7 (normal) and 8 (distended) under coronary 
artery physiological condition. 
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Fig. 9  A comparison of stress-stretch region and curve shape between uniaxial tensile test on SV2 
and tubular biaxial inflation test on SV6. 
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